TAG HEUER BRACELET SIZING

Print this page to estimate your wrist circumference for correct bracelet sizing.

Instructions:

1- Print this page. When the Print dialog box appears, ensure that Page Scaling is set to None.
2- Compare the BRACELET SIZER with a ruler to ensure that the SIZER printed at the correct scale. e.g. place a ruler at 0 and measure that the 12 cm mark is the equivalent of about 4.73 inches.
3- If so, cut out the entire BRACELET SIZER around its borders.
4- Punch a hole through both X’s at the top of the sizer.
5- Cut along the dotted line between the holes.
6- Place the sizer around the wrist to be measured. Pull the end through the slit.
7- Ensure that there is enough room left around the wrist to allow for an index finger (of the opposite hand) to fit through.
8- Read the measurement (in centimeters) as it appears through the slit.
9- If you wish TAG Heuer to size your watch bracelet to this measurement, please enter this measurement at checkout.

TAG Heuer is not responsible for erroneous printing or measuring.